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We prove a canonical partition relation for finite subsets of w that generalizes 
Hindman’s theorem in much the same way that the Erd&-Rado canonical 
partition relation generalizes Ramsey’s theorem. As an application of this we 
establish a generalized pigeon-hole principle for infinite dimensional vector 
spaces over the two element field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by establishing some notation. The set of nonnegative integers 
will be denoted by w, and we will identify each element of w with the set 
of its predecessors (e.g., 2 = (0, 1)). The collection of n-element subsets 
of a set X will be denoted by [Xln and the collection of all finite subsets 
of X by [X]<U,. Bf s, f  E [w]<~ then we will write s < 2 iff max(s) < mm(t). 
If (x0 ,..., x,-~] _C w then we will write (x,) ,..~? AY,-~)< to indicate that 
.x0 < ..I < x,-1 . Similarly, if (so ,..., s,-,} C [o]<~ then {sO ),.., s,-,I< 
means that s, C .+a < s,-, .9 denotes the collection of all infinite subsets 
of [wJ<~~ which have the property that either s < t or f < s whenever s 
and t are distinct elements of D. If D C [w]<*’ then FU(D) denotes the set 
of all finite n~~ern~ty unions of elements of D. For n E w and D C [w]<~ 
we let ~~U(~~~~ denote the set of all {so ,..~) ~~-3~ such that si EFU(D) 
for all i < n. 
Erdiis and Rado have proven the following canonical ~art~~~o~ relation 
which ge~e~a~~~es Ramsey’s theorem. 
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with respect to all the n element subsets of some infinite set X _C w. It is not 
hard to see that if the range off is finite then we must have OY; X) = 0, 
in which case f is constant on [Xln and this, of course, is just Ramsey’s 
theorem. For more on canonical partition relations, see [I 1. 
It is worth noting that the case n = 1 of Theorem 1 .l corresponds to the 
assertion that every function with an infinite domain is either one to one 
or constant on an infinite set. We will refer to this as the generalized 
pigeon-hole principle. 
Hindman’s theorem [7] asserts that if the natural numbers are 
partitioned into finitely many pieces then there is an infinite set XC w  
such that all finite nonrepeating sums from X lie in the same piece. This 
verifies a conjecture of Graham and Rothschild and Sanders. An elegant 
proof of this result has been provided by Baumgartner [2]. For our 
purposes it will be more convenient to work with the following version of 
Hindman’s theorem. 
THEOREM I .2 (Hindman [7]). 1f n E w andf: [uJ]<~ + n then there exists 
a set D E g such that f is constant on FU(D). 
The verification that these two versions of Hindman’s theorem are 
equivalent (in the intuitive sense of each being easily deduced from the 
other) is based on the consideration of the function S: [WI+ + w  where 
S({iO ,..., i,J) = %o + * *. + 2in-1 . (See [2, 71.) 
Another version of Hindman’s theorem that we will want to consider 
is the following. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Hindman [7]). If n E w and V is an infinite dimensional 
vector space over the two element field and f. V - n then there exists an 
infinite dimensional subspace V’ of V such that f is constant on V’ - (0). 
The verification that Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are equivalent is based on 
the observation that ([w] <w, A) can be construed as an infinite dimensional 
vector space over the two element field, where d denotes symmetric 
difference. (For details, see [7,9].) 
Notice that Theorem 1.3 is simply the pigeon-hole principle for infinite 
dimensional vector spaces over the two element field. It should be noted 
that the corresponding result for the case where the field has three elements 
fails very badly (see [3,9]). On the other hand, the question of partitioning 
finite dimensional vector spaces over finite fields is settled by the celebrated 
Graham-Leeb-Rothschild theorem [5]. 
In Section 2 we prove a canonical partition relation for finite subsets of 
w  that generalizes Theorem 1.2 in much the same way that Theorem 1.1 
generalizes Ramsey’s theorem. The finite version of our result also seems 
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to be new. In Section three we apply this canonical partition relation in 
order to establish an analog of the generalized pigeon hole principle for 
infinite dimensional vector spaces over the two element field. 
The results in this paper are taken from Chapter six of the author’s 
doctoral dissertation 191 which was written under the supervision of 
rofessor James E. ~a~mgartn~r to whom we are grateful. ~heorel~ 2.1 
was announced in [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.1. g Ji [~]<a -+ w  then there exists an infinite dis@int 
collection D E 53 such that exactly one of (a)-(e) holds: 
(a) Ifs, z E FU(D) then f(s) = f(t). 
(b) vs, t E FU(D) thenf(s) = f(t) flmin(s) = min(t). 
(c) Ifs, t E IV(D) then f(s) = f(t) $max(s) = max(t). 
(d) us, t E FU(D) then .f(s) = f(t) lJTmin(s) = mm(t) and max(s) = 
max(t). 
(e) Ifs, t E FU(D) then f(s) =- J(t) ifs = t. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires the following lemma which results 
from combining Hindman’s theorem with a proof of Ramsey’s theorem. 
Several generalizations of this lemma (involving the ~a~vix~-~rikr~, 
silver-~lle~tu~k theorems in place of msey’s theorem) have been 
obtained independently by ~~ll~l~e~ [g] ar 
LEMMA 2.2. IfQ < n,k < c.0 and g: (D)]: --+ k where D E 23 then 
there exists n set E E ~3 such that E C FU(B) and g is constant on [Fuji . 
Suypuse now that g: 
a sequence {@‘, I.+‘, hi’) 
satisfied: 
---f k. le is easy to see that we can define 
wj by ~x~d~ctioxx so that (1) and (2) are 
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(2) di’ E FU(D;-,), Di’ C FU(D’,-, - {di’)) and Di E 23, and hi': 
{t: di’ C t C FU({d,‘,..., &‘})> -+ k is such that g((t, s,, ,..., s&) = h,‘(t) for 
all (s, )...) &-I}< E [FU(D,‘)]~ . 
Letting D’ = {di’: i E or)>, we apply the case IZ = 1 to the function 
h: [FU(D’)]: -+ k defined by 
h({dlz v ... u dij}) = hij(d& u ... u d;J. 
If h is constant on FU(E) where E C FU(D’) C FU(D) and E E 9 then 
clearly g is constant on [FU(E)]:+’ as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T = ({i}: i E w} and let H be the set of all 
functions h such that domain (h) = (0, 1,2} and range (h) 2 (0, l}. Define 
g: [FU(T)]: + Has follows: 
(0 g({s 1, s2, s3M(0) = 0 ifffh U sg U s3) = fW 
(4 g($ 1, s2, s3LX1) = 0 ifffh U sz U s3) = fG3). 
(iii) gGsl , x2 , 3 < s } )(2) = 0 iff f(sl U 3, U sJ = f(sl U x3). 
By Lemma 2.2 there exists a set E E 9 and a function h = (h, , h, , h3) f H 
such that g([FU(E)]:) = (h). Let E = {e?,: i E- o} where ei < e,+l for all 
iEw. 
We claim first that h cannot be (0, 0,l) or (1, 0, 1) or (0, 1, 1). The 
first two are ruled out by the observation that if h(l) = 0 then we must 
have h(2) = 0. That is, if h(2) # 0 then f((er u ez) u e, u e4> # 
f((el u eJ u eJ. But since h(l) = 0, both of these are equal to f(eJ. 
Similarly, the third one is ruled out since if h(0) = 0 then we must have 
h(2) = 0. 
This leaves five possibilities for h. We will show that these 
five possibilities correspond to the five clauses (a)-(e) of Theorem 2.1. 
Recall that E = {ei: i E QJ> is the “homogeneous” set for g. 
Case A. h = <O, 0,O). Let D = {e,: 1 < i < 01. Ifs, t @‘U(D) then 
f(s) = f(e, u e, u s) = f(eJ = f(e,, u e, u t) = f(t) where the first and 
last equalities hold because h(1) = 0 and the middle two equalities hold 
because h(O) = 0. Thus f(s) = f(t) whenever s, t E FU(D) so D satisfies 
clause (a) of the theorem. 
Case B. h = (0, 1, 0). For each i E w  let di = ezi U e3i+l u e3i+2 and 
let D = (di: i E w>. Suppose first that s, t E FU(D) and min(s) = min(t). 
Then s = di u s’ and t = di u t’ for some i E w  and some s’, t’ E 
FU(D -- (d, ,..., d& u {O}. But then f(s) = f (egi) = f(t) since h(O) = 0. 
Conversely, ifs, t E FU(D) and min(s) < min(t) then s = di u s’ for some 
i E co and s’ E FU(D - {do )..., dJ) u (O] and esi < t, Thusf(s) = f(di u t) 
since both equal f(e& by virtue of the fact that h(O) = 0. But since h(1) = 1 
we must have J(rl, u t) f f(t) and so f(s) f j’(t). Thus f(s) = f(t) iff 
min(s) -= min(f) so D satisfies clause (b) of the theorem. 
Case CT. h == (1,O, 0). Le in Case B. If s, t EFU(D) and 
max(.7) -= max(t) then s = s’ t = t’ud, for some iEm and 
sr, I’ E FU((d, ,..“) didI}) u {O}. But then f(s) = f(e3i,.2) = f(t) since 
h(l> = 0. Conversely, ifs, t EFU(D) and wax(s) < max(t) then t = t’ u di 
for some i E w and t’ E FU((d, ,.~., cl-,)) u {O) and s < di . Thus f(f) = 
f(s u diti) because both equal f(~+~) since h(l) = 0. But j(s u dJ f f(s) 
since k(0) = I. Hencef(s) = f(f) iff max(s) = max(t) so B satisfies clause 
(d) of the theorem. 
Case D. h = (1, 1,O). We begin with a construction which we isolate 
as a lemma since we will need it again in case E. 
LEMMA 2.3. If h(0) = I and G C FU(E) and GE 9 then there exists 
N _C FU(G) such that HE 9 and J’(s) < f(t) whenever s, t E FU(II) and 
max(s) < niax(t). 
Proof. We construct N = (hi: i E w) inductively. Suppose then that 
{h, ,.i., I?,$, has been constructed. Let n, = max(f(t): t E FlJ((h, ,..., k,})), 
and choose h,,, E FV({ g E G: inax < min(g)>) such thatS(t u hrc.J > 
n, for aP1 I E FUfjh,, ,..., /zk>> U {O>. This is possible, since otherwise two 
~d~~a~‘s theorem (i.e., the case n == I of ‘Lemma 2.2) 
le t E FU({k, ,..., k,}) u {O} and a single i < n,? such that 
,f(t u s) = i for all s F FU( G? for some G f 9 such that G = ( gi: i t CO] C_ 
FW({g E G: lnax(k,~) -c loin}). But then we would have f (t u g,) -= 
SCf "go LJ c%~‘eJ~ ntradicting the fact that h(O) = 1. This completes 
the construction of 
To handle case we choose H = (hi: i E or)) C FU(I?) as guaranteed to 
exist by Lemma 2.3. Let di = hPL LJ h,,,, u for e’s w and let 
D = (rl,: i c: w). We claim that if s, 1 E FW en ,f(s) -f(t) iff 
rni~l(,s~ - eqrj and max(s’) = max(t). ~~~~~s~ first that min(s) = min(t) 
and max(,s) = max(t). XI f(s) = f(s u r) = f(t) since k(2) = 0. For 
the co~lver5e~ suppose either rnk$ys) # min(tj or max(s) -# max(t]. 
If max(s) f max(t) then clearly f(s) #- f(t) since s, t E-41 
can assum that nrax(s) == max(;j and mm(s) < min(t). But then S(s) = 
f(s u C) = f(s' u t) where s' = (x ES: x < min(t)>. This is because 
k(2) J 0, However, since k(l) = 1. we have f(s’ v  t) f  f(t). Thus 
f(s) -,+ .f(r) and we have shown that D satisfies clause (d) of the theorem. 
Case E-7. li = (1, 1, 4. This is the case that requires some work. 
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will show that there exists a set D C FU(E) such that D E 9 and f is one 
to one on FU(D). In order to do this, we will need the following definitions 
and lemma. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (i) We will say that {dI ,..., dk}, DI, are compatible 
provided that {dl ,..., d,j, u D, E: 9 and ds < s” for all S” E D, , and for all 
s E FU(D,) and for all s’, t’ E PU((d, ,..., d&) u (01 we have thatf(s’ u s) # 
f(t’ u s) whenever max(s’) # max(t’). 
(ii) We will say that (4 ,..., d,), DI, are very compatible if they are 
compatible and, moreover, for all D’ C FU(D,) with D’ E ~3 there exists 
s E FU(D’) and there exists Dktl C FU(D’) such that {dl ,..,, d,<, s}, DICqI 
are compatible. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose HE 9 andf: FU(H) -+ o such that f (sI u sz u s3) # 
f(sI u s3) whenever {sl, s2, s3} E [FU(H)]: . Then if (4 ,..., dk}, DI, are 
compatible where di E FU(H) for i = l,.. ., k and Dk C FCJ(H) then 
(4 ,..., dK), DI, are in fact very compatible. 
Proof. Suppose that (4 ,..., d,), D, are compatible but not very 
compatible. Then there exists D’ 2 FU(D,) such that D’ E 9 and (*) holds, 
where (*) is the following assertion: 
ifs E FU(D’) VD ktl C FU(D’)[dfi < s < Dk+r A DK+I E a + 
3, E FU(D,+,) 3x’, t” E FU((d, ,..., CE, , s}) u (0} 
such that max(s’) lit max(t”) 
and f(s’ u so) = f(t’ u s,,)]. 
Notice that we cannot have both s’ and t” contained in FU((d, ,.. ., dk}) 
since {dI ,..., d,), Drc are compatibIe. Thus we can assume that any such t” 
is of the form t’ u s where t’ E FU({d, ,..., dJ) U (0). Define h’: 
[FU(D’)]$ + 2 by h’({s, so)) = 1 iff there exists s’, t’ E FU({dI ,..., d& u (0) 
such that f(s’ u ,Y,,) = f(t’ u s u s,). By Lemma 2.2 there exists a set 
G C FU(D’) such that G E 3 and h’ is constant on [FU(G)]: . Because of (*) 
we must have h’([FU(G)]??) = (11. We can now partition [NY(G)]: 
according to which pairs (s’, t) from FU((d, ,..., d& u (0) are a “witness” 
to the fact that the value of h’ is one. Again by Lemma 2.2 we get a set 
KC FU(G) and a pair (s’, t’) from FU({dI ,..., dIJ) U (0) such that K E 9 
and the pair (s’, t’) acts as a witness whenever {s, t) E [FU(K)]: , That is, if 
{.r, t> E [FU(K)]: then f(s’ u t) = f(t’ u s u t). Choose (sl , sg , s3} F 
[FU(K)]: and observe the following: 
(1) f(s’ u s3) = f(t’ u s, u s3) since {sl , s3} E [FU(K)]: . 
(2) f(s’ u sa) = f(t’ u s1 u s2 u sJ since {sl u s2 , s3} E [FU(K)]2, . 
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Thus J(t’ u sI u s3) = f(t’ u s, u s, u s,), contradicting the condition on 
~~rn~o§e~ in the lemma. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
To return to the proof of case E, we construct now a sequence 
((c&‘, Bi’): i > 0) such that (c&‘,..,, c&‘), &’ are compatible. Let 4’ = 
e1 U e2 and D,’ = E: --- {co, e, , rz}. (Recall -that B is the homogeneous set 
for the function g). Notice that (d,‘), I?,’ are compatible since h(l) = 1. 
Suppose now that {&‘,..., &‘I, II,,’ have been constructed and are com- 
patible. Since h(2) = 1, Lemma 2.5 applies and we are guaranteed that 
M’,..., d,‘), D,C’ are very compatible. Thus, there exists d;,, E lW(D,C’) and 
there exists D’ ICm, 1 C ~~(~~‘) such that (Li;‘,..., d,‘, dL+,), I$+, are compatible 
This completes the construction. 
Now let B’ = (di’: i > O}. We claim that if s, t E FU(D’), s + t and 
max(s) = max(t) then f(s) f f(t). T o see this, let dTC’ be the last sequence 
occurring in (s u t) - (s n t). Then we can assume without loss of 
generality that s = s’ u dTC’ u s, and t = I’ u s0 where s’, t’ < d,‘. Since 
{4’v.., d,C’}, Dk’ are compatible and s,, E FU(D,‘) and max(s’ v dk’) # 
sup(t’) we have that f(s’ u d,’ u s,,) f J(t’ u so,). Thus f(s) # f(t). 
Since h(O) = 1 and D’ 2 FU(E), Lemma 2.3 applies and we can choose 
D C FU(D’) such that D E 9 and f(s) c f(f) whenever s, t E: FIT(D) and 
max(s) < max(t). Thus, f is one to one on FU(D) so clause (e) of the 
theorem holds. This completes the proof of Case E and with it, the proof 
of Theorem 2. I. 
COROLLARY 2.6. For every n E w there exists N = N(n) E o such that 
for every function f‘ whose domain is P(N) -= (Y: P 2 N) there exists a 
collection (d,, ,... 7 dnml>< G P(N) suck that exactly one q“(a)-(e) holds: 
(a) dfs, t EFi7((d0 ,..~9 L&-~)) thefl j(s) : f (1). 
(b) 44‘s, t EFU({dO ,...3 dn...l}) then f(s) =: f(t) zJTmin(s) = min(r). 
(c) Ifs, t EFU((dO >..., d,.J) thevk f(s) = f(t) zr max(s) = max(t). 
id) !?.Y, t cFU({C& ,..., d&) thenf(s) 7 f(t) Bernie = ~n~~(~) and 
max(s) = max(t). 
(e) rfs, k E FU(D) then f(s) -:: f(t) iJys L-; f. 
Proo4; ~~~~ose not. ?Jhen there exists some t2 E w such that for every 
IV f w there is a fmcti~n,f;~~ with domain P(PJ) that serves ils a ‘6c~u~~ter- 
i:xample.” Each such .fN i~dnces an eq~~va~et~~~ relation --iv on r”(N) by 
s -iv t ifl*,,~~v(s) = ,j&(l). Let U be any proper ~o~~ri~ci~a~ u~tra~~ter on (ti. 
That is, U is a co~lcct~o~ of subsets of UJ that satisfies the following: 
(i) If x, ‘.1~) x,_, E u and X” n *.. 17 X,-, C Y then YE U. 
(ii) Every cofinite subset of w  is in U 
(iii) Fcar every Xi: w  exactly one of X and B - X is in u. 
.582a/21/2-2 
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The existence of such a collection is a consequence of Zorn’s lemma since 
any maximal collection of infinite sets that satisfies (i) and (ii) must also 
satisfy (iii). Using U, we “patch together” the equivalence relations --N 
to get an equivalence relation = on [w] cw that contradicts Theorem 2.1. 
That is, define = on [w]” by s = t iff {NE w: s sN t> E U. It is trivial 
to check that E is an equivalence relation. Let {A,: y1 E w) enumerate the 
equivalence classes and define f: [w]<~ -+ w  by f(s) = y1 iff s E A, . 
Theorem 2.1 now guarantees the existence of a set D = (di: i E o) E 9 
that is “homogeneous” forf (i.e., such that exactly one of clauses (a)-(e) 
of Theorem 2.1 holds with respect tofand 0). Let D’ = {do ,..., d,-l). For 
each pair (s, t) C FU(D’) let &, = (NE LO: s sN t} and let Y,,, = 
(NE w: s fN t>. For each (s, t} CFU(D’) exactly one of X,,, and Y,,, is 
in U. Denote the one that is by Z,,, . Then Y = n (Z,Ta,: {s, t> c FCJ(D’)) E U 
so we can choose NE Y such that max(&) < N. Thus D’ = 
Vu ,...> dn-3 C P(N) and for any s, t E FU(D’) we have s c-N t iff Z,,, = X,,t 
iff X,,, E Uiff s = t. HencefN(s) = &(t) ifff(s) = f(t) so (d,, ,..., d,-,) and 
fN satisfy clause (x) of Corollary 2.6 for x E {a, b, c, d, e> iff D andfsatisfy 
clause (x) of Theorem 2.1. But sincefN was a “counterexample” this shows 
that D’ (and hence D) can not be “homogeneous” forf. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
Remark. Corollary 2.6 generalizes the Rado-Folkman-Sanders 
theorem [6, Corollary 31 in the same way that Theorem 2.1 generalizes 
Hindman’s theorem. 
3. AN APPLICATION TO PARTITIONING VECTOR SPACES 
As indicated in the Introduction, one version of Hindman’s theorem 
(i.e., Theorem 1.3) asserts that the analog of the II = 1 case of Ramsey’s 
theorem (i.e., the pigeon-hole principle) for infinite dimensional vector 
spaces over the two element field is valid. On the other hand, the natural 
analog in this case for the n = 2 case of Ramsey’s theorem fails very 
badly ([3] and [9]), although some positive results along these lines have 
been obtained [9]. A natural intermediary result would be a vector space 
analog of the case n = 1 of the ErdG-Rado canonical partition relation 
(i.e., the generalized pigeon-hole principle). This is intermediary in the 
sense that the n = 2 version of Ramsey’s theorem immediately implies 
the n = 1 version of the Erdijs-Rado canonical partition relation which 
in turn immediately implies the n = 1 version of Ramsey’s theorem. 
We show in this section that such an analog of the generalized pigeon- 
hole principle can be established for infinite dimensional vector spaces 
over the two element field, provided that one states things in a strategic 
way. That is, the following is equivalent to the generalized pigeon-hole 
principle : 
If X is a set of infinite cardinality and f: X + w  then there exists a 
subset X’ of X of infinite cardinality such that either (1) or (2) holds: 
(I) For every subset W of X’ of cardinality two,fis constant on W. 
(2) For every subset W of X’ of cardinality two, f is not constant 
on w. 
The point is, of course, that fis constant on X’ iff it is constant on every 
two element subset of x’ andf‘is one to one on X’ iff it is one to one on 
every two element subset of X’. 
Except for the obvious problem caused by the zero element of a vector 
space, the next result shows that this version of the extended pigeon-hole 
principle yields a valid analog for vector spaces over the two element field 
if one simply replaces “set” by “‘space” and “cardinality” by ‘“dimension” 
throughout. 
THEOREM 3. I . If V is a vector space over the two element$eld such that 
V is of injinite dimension andf: V +- w  then theve exists a subspace V’ of V 
of infinite dimension such that either (1) or (2) holds: 
(2) Fop every subspace W’ of V’ of dimension two, f is not constant on 
w  -- (O>. 
Proof. Bt suffices to consider only tbe case where the group structure 
of V is ([w]<~? A). If now3 [wjCw + w  then we can apply Theorem 2.1 
and obtain a set E .9 satisfying exactly one of (a)-(e) in the statement of 
Theorem 2.1. Let V' be the subspa of V generated by the infmite 
(jndep~~ld~~t) set D. If clause (a) of orem 2.1 applies then clearly f is 
co11stant on w  -- {a3) fw every two d nsional sd9space W of Y; and so 
(1) is satisfied. e show that in all other cases (2) is satistied. Let 
IW --= {O, s, 1, .Y At‘> be a two dirlle~ls~(~~aI subspace of I”. Bf cfause (c) 
i”toids, then f(s) + f(t) If clause (b)? Cc)- or (d) holds thcaa it is easy to see 
that either f(s) f f(t) or J(s) i f(s ~31). That is, if (b) or (d) holds an 
S(s) = f(t) then min(s) = mm(t) so mm(s) < min(s Be). Thus J(s) + 
f(sAt). S' 'la 1 ml r yj if (c) holds and (s) = f(t) then max(s) = max(t) SO 
max(s) > max(s dt) so f  (s) f  j(s t). This completes the proof. 
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